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Istio with Calico Enterprise 

A Unified Defense-in-Depth Approach for Kubernetes 

Application and Network Security  

While Istio is platform independent, when using it with Kubernetes (or 

infrastructure) network policies, the benefits are even greater, including the 

ability to secure pod-to-pod or service-to-service communication at the network 

and application layers.  

Summary 

• Istio provides Zero Trust security at the application layer and Calico 

Enterprise augments the model at the network layer 

• Calico Enterprise provides defense in depth by preventing compromised 

workloads, which have thereby gained access to Istio Citadel assigned 

X.509), from accessing unauthorized services 

• Calico Enterprise can restrict illegitimate network traffic when Envoy 

proxies are bypassed 

Recommendations 

• Implement a defense-in-depth model involving application, network and 

host security. 

• Workloads should authenticate based on a combination of cryptographic 

and network identifiers.  

• A single enforcement policy for both application and network connectivity 

rules. 
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Overview 

East-west network traffic has grown substantially over the past several years as 

businesses have come to rely on Kubernetes for the deployment, scaling, and 

management of their containers.  Microservices running on Kubernetes use the 

network to execute business logic, increasing the surface area exposed to 

attackers within the perimeter. Kubernetes is gaining momentum, and bad 

actors are deploying more advanced techniques to infiltrate these environments.  

Cyber-attacks are growing more sophisticated in Kubernetes environments. As a 

result, many businesses have started to evaluate Istio security features when 

deploying Istio as a service mesh. Calico Enterprise provides additional 

protection beyond Istio native security capabilities with a Zero Trust network 

security model that protects at the application, network, and the host layer. 

Defense in Depth – Protection Beyond Istio Security 

Each layer of the infrastructure can be compromised, and the challenge is not 

only to strengthen each layer but to integrate security between each layer. 

Successfully defending against attacks hinges on carrying out three key security 

functions beyond Istio: enforce at multiple points, authenticate various sources 

of identity and operate on a best of breed policy model.  
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Multiple Enforcement Points 

Calico Policy provides network enforcement and application layer enforcement. 

Calico Policy enables granular access controls between workloads in the cluster. 

The policy definitions define allowed HTTP connections, paths, and web methods 

while network layer definitions are applied to DNS, SQL, real-time streaming, and 

other services that do not use HTTP.  

Having multiple enforcement points 

ensures that even if your infrastructure or 

workloads are compromised, you still 

have multiple layers of defense. For 

example, the Envoy Proxy is implemented 

inside the pod, as a sidecar container in 

the same network namespace. This 

approach simplifies deployment but also 

introduces an opportunity to bypass 

Envoy as the proxy is in the same network 

namespace as the service instance. Also, cryptographic certificates are not 

unique to individual pods - it is used by all pods under the same service account 

in the Istio service mesh. Therefore, unrestricted network access to an entire set 

of pods is possible if a single cryptographic certificate is stolen. Calico Enterprise 

enforces at the host node, outside the network namespace of the guest pods. 

This means that compromised or misbehaving pods cannot bypass policy 

enforcement. 

Multiple Sources of Identity 

Calico Enterprise ensures that every connection is authenticated using two 

identities and are summarized as: 

“I’m excited to see the Istio 
and Envoy contributions from 
the team at Tigera. Properly 
securing microservices is one 
of the hardest things to get 
right, and I think a lot of folks 
are going to be interested in 
the capabilities they are 
building.” 

– Matt Klein, Software Engineer 
at Lyft and maintainer of Envoy 
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• Cryptographic Identifier: X.509 certificate that provides strong identity-

based authentication between workloads  

• Network Identifiers: Network locality information such as source and 

destination IP addresses and port, protocol, and Kubernetes metadata 

Any single identity used in isolation cannot verify the authenticity of the 

workload. For example, using only cryptographic identity is not sufficient, as it is 

not unique to individual pods. With Calico Enterprise, if an attacker were to 

exfiltrate an x.509 certificate and try to connect that they will be denied if it 

doesn’t have the matching network identity. Furthermore, a malicious request 

will be rejected when an attacker spoofs the IP address of a valid client without a 

valid x.509 certificate. Therefore, understanding the combination of the 

application and network identity can stitch together a trusted workload identifier 

that cannot be forged by attackers. 

Multilayer Security Policy  

Calico Enterprise provides an intuitive and flexible policy model aligned with the 

Kubernetes native and established NetworkPolicy. The intuitive graphical 

interface enables easy implementation, management, and troubleshooting of 

NetworkPolicy. The solution extends Calico capabilities and enables a single 

hierarchical location for both network and application policy that works flexibly 

across service-mesh and non-service-mesh workloads. Multi-layer checks are 

performed automatically with Calico Policy; there is no need to write multiple 

policies for the different layers. The following example highlights how simple the 

unified policy can help businesses manage enforcement across all layers.  
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Sample Unified Policy 

 

Figure 1: Unified policy across the application and network.  

Calico Enterprise hierarchical policy model separates the concerns of different 

functional teams in a tiered manner. Policy tiers enable businesses to delegate 

policy specification to downstream teams safely. By leveraging tiered capabilities 

in Calico Policy, development teams can plan and manage their network security 

posture in a standard and autonomous way. Furthermore, each policy can be 

tied to one or more users and/or teams in the Kubernetes Role Based Access 

Control System (RBAC). By tying policies to RBAC, team members can make the 

changes they need, without being able to change higher-priority policies set by 

other teams. 
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The Calico Enterprise Difference  

Calico Enterprise brings Istio to enterprises with the following unique 

capabilities:   

Native Kubernetes API and Experience: Calico Enterprise follows the Kubernetes 

design principle of a declarative model. 

• Tiered Policy: Enables Application, Platform, Network and Security teams 

to streamline their coordination. 

• Network Flow Logs: Provides 24 points of contextual data for Kubernetes 

visibility and traceability for forensic analysis and compliance reporting. 

• Defense in Depth:  Multiple points of enforcement at the host, network, 

and edge of application. 

• The de-facto solution for Network Security: Calico Enterprise is 

embedded in Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and IBM’s Kubernetes services. 

Calico Enterprise is also embedded and partnered with Docker and 

Openshift distros. 
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About Tigera 

Tigera delivers solutions for secure application connectivity for the cloud native 

world. Tigera technology is used by the world’s largest enterprises and public 

cloud providers to power connectivity for application development and 

deployment and to address the connectivity and security challenges that arise in 

at-scale production. Calico Enterprise meets enterprise needs for zero trust 

network security, multi-cloud and legacy environment support, organizational 

control and compliance, and operational simplicity.  Calico Enterprise builds on 

leading open source projects Kubernetes, Calico, and Istio, which Tigera 

engineers help maintain and contribute to as active members of the cloud native 

community. 
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